Complexation of Al3+ and Ni2+ by l-Ascorbic Acid: An Experimental and Theoretical Investigation.
Despite the potential versatility of Vitamin C as a ligand, only for few metal complexes does full characterization exist. Vitamin C metal complexes, indeed, are difficult to study experimentally because the ligand has multiple protonation and oxidation states, and the metal-ligand complexes are in general not as tight as one might expect and frequently resistant to crystallographic characterization. In most cases, coordination via one of the hypothesized modes is invoked, characterized by monodentate or bidentate coordination via the most acidic oxygen atoms, with the ligand singly or doubly deprotonated. In this study the ability of l-ascorbic acid to form complexes with Al3+ and Ni2+ ions under physiological conditions was investigated by using a combination of potentiometric measurements, 1H NMR spectroscopy, and DFT computations in order to recognize the structural properties of the resulting complexes in aqueous solution. The comparison between the values of the free energies of complexation obtained by using DFT quantum chemical calculations and estimated from experimental stability constants according to the mass action law and by considering the involved equilibria allows to select structure and preferred coordination modes of formed complexes. The protonation constant of the free ligand was also determined using potentiometric data and its reproduction by using computational approaches was critically commented.